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ACOUSTIC TUNING

Acoustic System Resonators

HELLS BELLS OR
HEAVENLY CHIMES?
By Helmut Hack. Photos: Ingo Schulz

The Lord of Darkness wasn’t
involved in designing the resonators—at
least that’s what Franck Tchang says.
He claims he’s solely responsible for the
invention (or, to be more precise, for the
experimental deduction) of Acoustic System International’s sound bowls. Of course
some folks will think both are one and
the same individual, but that’s speculation
better left to the orthodox faction. I’d have
to start from the very beginning. But then
again, I’m already in the thick of things.
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The corners of my mouth involuntarily
move upward as I listen to Daft Punk’s
“One More Time.” The pumping bass fires
like dumdum bullets from somewhere out
of the almost unimaginable depths lying
between the speakers, and water bombs
seem to burst at chest level two steps
before they even reach me. But I’m still
not completely satisfied, despite the 15
resonators mounted on their little maple
blocks in my listening room. There’s something in the upper frequency range ▶
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(RE-)SOUNDING METAL BOWLS
THE SIZE OF
DOLLHOUSE
CUPS HAVE A
SPINE-CHILLING ACOUSTIC IMPACT
SURELY NOT
OF THIS
WORLD: WILL
THIS GET US
INTO A HELL
OF A MESS?
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THE REST OF THE TEAM
Turntable: Feickert Firebird | Tonearm: Mørch DP-8 | Pickups:
Lyra Kleos SL, Ortofon MC Quintet Bronze & 2M Black | Phono
preamplifier: Lehmann Audio Black Cube Decade, MFE Tube One
SE (integrated) | DAC: Lector Digitube S 192, PS Audio Digital Link
III | Preamplifier: MFE Tube One SE | Power amplifier: DNM PA3S |
Integrated amplifier: Genuin Straight | Loudspeakers: Steinmusic
Masterclass SP 1.1 | Cables: Musical Wire, Audiophil |
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that tingles in my ears. I’ve noticed
the same über-motivation during
the applause on Fanny van Dannen’s
Groooveman. It sounded different
(better) in our editorial listening
room when Thomas Fast, Acoustic
Systems International’s German
distributor for as long as anyone can
remember, performed his well-studied
and prepared-for-all-possibilities magical ritual. I wasn’t the only person to

think so, by the way. Cai Brockmann
also witnessed the “magical mystery
treatment” in amazement.
Anyway, back to my listening room.
I distributed the resonators according to the instructions supplied with
them, but I had mixed up the silver
and platinum versions. This can
happen quite easily, I have found, but
maybe I have a slight visual impairment: Sometimes I need a
▶
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YOU CAN
BELIEVE ME
WHEN I SAY
I HAD BEEN
QUITE SATISFIED WITH
MY SYSTEM’S PERFORMANCE
BEFORE
USING THE
RESONATORS, BUT
AFTER THE
TUNING
WITH THEM,
IT GAINED
IT WHOLE
NEW DIMENSION.
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second to distinguish the (copper) basic resonator
from its gold cousin. Along with the basic copper
and yellow gold versions, three other variations are
available: silver, special (red gold) and platinum.
The resonators I was trying out came from Thomas
Fast, who had given me a white briefcase filled
with them. Considering their enormous value, I
would’ve preferred to have the briefcase chained to
my arm…
To confirm I was using the correct resonator in its
dedicated position, I weighed, tagged and arranged
them all. The “Made in France” slogan stamped on
the wood blocks explains the production tolerance
of 10 percent. Let’s just say that the secret of the
Acoustic System International resonators, if there is
one, doesn’t probably lie in a perfect build quality.
Maybe then it’s the manual labor: Each resonator is
manually polished and “pitched” by ear. The maple
blocks are available in a thicker version for the
noble metals and in a slightly thinner, softer one for
the basic resonators. Both of them must be attached
to the wall using a bit of Blu Tack or something
similar in such a way that the blocks don’t touch the
wall. They should be able to resonate freely so they
can transmit the resonances to the small trident on
which the little bowls rest. If I understand Franck
Tchang correctly, the resonators interact with and
reconfigure air molecules. Long waves become
short ones and overpressure transforms into “radiance.” As passive resonators, they need excitation
from outside to have an effect. Here they function
as secondary sound sources, primarily adding harmonics to the sound. I imagine, however, they even
have an effect on the audible range: for example,
the decay of strings and voices seems to obtain an
“extra kick” just before fade-out. Now this might
almost appear to be an argument in favor of the
competition; but applied with the right amount,
the effect is incredibly natural and harmonious. I’m
facing the paradox to clearly perceive the artifact
but still find it inherently more correct.
But now listen carefully: When thinking of a room
as a loudspeaker that must be optimized, I don’t
think of something being added to the sound.
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Rather, I consider correcting room modes I’ve
come to accept because I’ve gotten used to them.
This would also explain why I intuitively found it
more authentic. However, the resonators still seem
to have the greatest influence in the inaudible overtone range as tonality is unperturbed. They don’t
really add anything; rather, they complement—according to Tchang’s theory—overtones that were
lost during the recording process. Okay, you have
every right to be skeptical at this point. I, too, don’t
really understand how a golden thimble could
possibly know the exact overtone range of various
instruments, let alone reproduce them… Once
again, though, the convincing argument proves to
be practical implementation: To my mind, it just
works. Maybe precision again isn’t the point—
maybe the sheer presence of harmonics that were
not there before makes the difference and creates
the feeling of authenticity. After all, hi-fi is not
really about the exact reproduction of the original
(impossible), but about creating a credible illusion
of the original. Those who disagree are welcome to
contact me personally.
As mentioned at the beginning, placing the resonators is extremely important. A silver resonator
under the ceiling behind and between the loudspeakers produced too much energy in my listening
situation, shifting size relations in an irritating manner. The same resonator behind me and a platinum
resonator in the front resulted in a lively presence
and a perfect soundstage. With the resonator in
its initial position, Ella Fitzgerald’s voice seemed
to grow to enormous dimensions with increasing
pitch. After relocating the resonator, only the volume of her voice changed, not her position.
The distribution and number of the resonators start
on a vertical axis on the wall behind the speakers.
Just above the floor, copper is recommended to
provide a drier and more focused bass range. Systems that tend to be lean are better served with gold
resonators in this location, though. In the middle,
just about at the height of the tweeters, gold or silver is best. Bright-sounding systems need gold, ▶
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I daresay. Silver resonators can be quite an
ambiguous tool: In my setting, silver in the
middle position caused too much presence,
almost as if the Steinmusic SP1.1 suddenly
started to have a lisp.
All of the resonators are powerful tools, but
the silver ones, in particular, can overdo
things. As I can’t complain about a lack of
presence and temper in my system, one
silver resonator in the back, a basic copper
model just above the floor behind and between the speakers, red gold in the middle
and platinum under the ceiling did the
trick just fine for me. The platinum version
is, without a doubt, the most universal
model, and it also has the biggest effect:
One platinum resonator alone creates a live
atmosphere and gives you the magnificent
feeling of being immediately involved. Starting from this harmonic base, I went on to
complete the fine-tuning. Instead of listening to many different tracks and changing
configurations, I limited myself to the B-side
of Nina Simone’s live album At the Village
Gate. It’s a raw and very early recording with
lots of mistakes such as falling microphones,
loudness deviations and the overly present
atmosphere of the club. Maybe that’s what
makes it so moody and compelling. I often
use the track “Brown’s Baby” to fine-tune
sound. As soon as the voice and piano form
a harmonic unit—when they sound round
and full without getting in each other’s
way—and as soon as the voices from the
audience and the chinking of glasses don’t
seem superimposed but more an inherent
part of the sound, I have a result that is

Acoustic Tuning

Acoustic System International
resonators
Type: magic, psycho acoustics, resonance entropy |
Price: Basic (copper), silver, gold, gold special (red
gold), platinum—upon request

suitable for all other kinds of music. After
this step, two of the gold models that had
previously found a place to the side of my
listening chair due to my initial unfiltered
intoxication with tonal colors had to leave
the room. In the end, I achieved a perfectly
balanced and fantastically pronounced reproduction with a setup using seven instead
of nine resonators. Even before listening to
music, I was able to notice the exceptional
reproduction reflected in increased speech
intelligibility.
You can believe me when I say I had been
quite satisfied with my system’s performance before using the resonators, but after
the tuning with them, it gained it whole new
dimension – as if yin and yang had lived
apart in two separate speakers until now
finally being reunited, hand in hand in the
center of the soundstage and able to fill the
room far beyond its boundaries. The alchemist Franck Tchang has given us a powerful
and seductive tool. Use it wisely, and your
system will make a huge leap forward that
you will never be able to achieve with new
components. The Acoustic System International resonators let the listening room
disappear in an almost magical way, placing
the listener in the middle of the recording
ambiance. Even if it sounds absurd considering the asking price, these five resonators
should form the basis for any system. They
should be attached to the walls before you
even determine the power phase and switch
on your amplifier. It’s about time to finally
expand the term hi-fi by the dimension of
the playback conditions. ■
A small trident fixed on a maple
wood base supports the resonator
element. Silver, copper, red
gold, gold, and platinum: five
resonators, five individual sound
characteristics.

www.francktchang.com/acousticresonators.html
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